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Precepting is a way that clinicians stay up to date, improve their critical thinking ... Faculties (NONPF), Washington, DC, Partners in NP Education: A Preceptor Manual for NP Programs, Faculty ...
Clinical Teaching and Learning in Midwifery and Women's Health
Opponents of critical race theory in K-12 education think ... that have permeated institutions,” read an instruction manual for teachers in Loudon County, Virginia, last year, according to ...
School board races primed to explode with critical race theory backers, opponents
The public has just begun to recognize that despite the enormous achievements of American medicine and the American health care system ... Underuse may well be as critical a problem in this ...
Hidden Barriers to Improvement in the Quality of Care
If you're operating a home health care agency, it’s critical that the policy and procedures of the agency be detailed in an official agency manual ... brokers license in Washington State.
How to Create a Home Health Care Agency Policy Manual
In recent years, numerous cases of chronic kidney disease have emerged among agricultural workers, as well as among others performing manual labor ... Sciences and Critical Care Medicine (L.S.N ...
Chronic Kidney Disease of Unknown Cause in Agricultural Communities
If you’re like many business leaders, you went into your line of work because you wanted a meaningful career, the ability to share your passion with others, and the opportunity to make a real ...
Focus on these 3 business strategies and you'll be primed for growth
Following recent ransomware attacks that took down a major gas pipeline and a major meat processor in the US, a new assault has surfaced, this time hitting a Miami-based company that provides tech ...
Ransomware attack on Kaseya, a software firm, threatens businesses worldwide
SUMMARY: The Department of Defense is amending the TRICARE regulation to allow an ECHO program beneficiary to receive, when authorized, up to sixteen (16) hours of respite care per month without a ...
TRICARE: Extended Care Health Option (ECHO) Respite Care
we find facilities dusting off the emergency preparedness manual when the emergency happens. What we found early in Covid, especially since the first cases really started growing in Washington ...
How Oregon Works: Inside efforts to prepare the next big health crisis
Bushardt of George Washington University and Vikram Savkar of Wolters Kluwer Health got together virtually during the pandemic to collaborate on a telehealth manual of sorts for ... or questions of ...
TelemedInsights taps into physician demand for standardized telehealth care
WASHINGTON, June 28 ... “This additional financing comes at a critical time when the Government of Kenya is making concerted efforts to contain the rising cases of COVID-19 infections and ...
Kenya Secures $130 Million for COVID-19 Vaccines
Asking for We-Don’t-Care packages. So let’s check in on those brave warriors from Austin; you know, those Texas politicians who ran off to D.C. for their flee-ibuster. It has been a rather ...
The Texas Democrats Apparently Cannot Find a Grocery Store
"The soldier received minor injuries and is recovering well," a spokesperson with the British Embassy in Washington ... from the local community for critical exercises such as this." ...
A British Soldier Smashed Through a Roof in California in a Botched Training Jump
Magnolia Medical Technologies, Inc., inventors of Steripath®, the only FDA 510(k)-cleared device platform indicated to reduce blood culture contamination1 for sepsis testing, announces the commercial ...
Magnolia Medical’s New Blood Culture Collection Technology Enables Children’s Hospitals to Reduce Contamination Rates to Zero
primarily focused on lifesaving innovations in respiratory care, critical care, emergency care, and also postoperative care. We specifically started this company because we found a problem ...
Biodesign Innovation Labs: Meet the Team Developing an Affordable Alternative for Prolonged Manual Ventilation
Healthcare’s weak spot In healthcare, where immediate, uninterrupted availability of patient data is critical to the delivery of quality care ... teams that rely on manual audits are bound ...
Ransomware onslaught shines spotlight on patient data privacy shortcomings
The discovery of mass graves at boarding schools in Canada has forced that nation to face its history with the institutions. It’s also prompting leaders in the U.S. to look at its own history with ...
Federal government looks to address the legacy of Indian boarding schools — including in Minnesota
about the teaching of critical race theory in the military ... Studies” and “White Working Class Culture.” One manual, “Signs and Symbols,” reprinted articles that had appeared in ...
Racism has long undermined military cohesion, just as Gen. Milley testified
The goal of critical race theory is to look at and understand how racism affects all institutions of society, such as the justice system and health care ... Channon Washington, among the 12- ...
Critical race theory won’t be taught at Saline schools
The Ambulance for Monuments has a simple task: to race around the Balkan country, giving critical care to as many historical ... Both have been helping out with manual labor on the project.
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